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Effects of bilateral chemical lesions of the medial basal ganglia [lobus parolfactorius (LPO)] were examined in 7- to 14-d-old domestic
chicks. Chicks were trained in a color discrimination task, in which the subject had to peck one of the two colored beads associated with
rewards that differed in quantity (amount of food) and/or temporal proximity (delay of food delivery from peck). In experiment 1, food
was given without delay, and chicks successfully learned to choose a colored bead that was associated with a larger reward than the other.
In experiment 2, a colored bead (red) was associated with a large reward delivered after a delay (D � 1, 2, or 3 sec), whereas another
(yellow) was associated with a small reward delivered immediately. In intact and sham-operated conditions, chicks with a longer D chose
the red bead progressively fewer times. Selective lesions to the caudal LPO (but not the rostral LPO) caused impulsive choice, and the
ablated chicks chose the yellow bead and gained a small-immediate reward regardless of D. However, when retrained in a null-delay
condition (D � 0 sec), the lesioned chick chose the red bead again. Ability to associate novel colors with reward was also unimpaired.
These results suggest that the LPO may be responsible for the anticipation of reward proximity and involved in a suppression of
impulsiveness by which animals seek immediate gains. The present results also indicate a striking similarity in functional roles between
the avian LPO and the nucleus accumbens/ventral striatum in mammals.
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Introduction
Despite distinct phylogenetic histories, the structures of the basal
ganglia are highly conserved among amniotic vertebrates in
terms of connectivities, cytoarchitecture, and chemical neuro-
anatomy (Marı́n et al., 1998, Reiner et al., 1998). Birds and mam-
mals have similarly organized reciprocal striatonigro/tegmental
connections (Csillag, 1999; Mezey and Csillag, 2002), together
with a corticostriatothalamic loop. The avian basal ganglia are
composed of lobus parolfactorius (LPO) and paleostriatal com-
plex [paleostriatum augmentatum (PA) and paleostriatum
primitivum (PP)], and a consensus has been reached that the
LPO and PA constitute a structure homologous to the caudate–
putamen in mammals. They are thus termed the “striatum,”
whereas the PP is known as the “dorsal pallidum” (Veenman et
al., 1995; Metzger et al., 1996; Durstewitz et al., 1999).

Does such structural homology indicate common functional
roles of basal ganglia among amniotes? Recent studies in mam-
mals suggested that basal ganglia are involved in reinforcement
learning (Schultz et al., 1997; Redgrave et al., 1999, Spanagel and

Weiss, 1999; Doya, 2000; Schultz and Dickinson, 2000; Everitt et
al., 2001). Neurons in nucleus accumbens (Ac) and caudate–
putamen responded to reward-associated cue stimuli and are
supposed to code anticipation of forthcoming reward (Hikosaka
et al., 1989; Apicella et al., 1992; Aosaki et al., 1994; Shidara et al.,
1998). The functional roles of the avian basal ganglia have been
studied mostly in two learning paradigms, i.e., song learning in
the songbird and passive avoidance learning (PAL) in the domes-
tic chick. In the songbird, the LPO constitutes a distinct nucleus
(Area X), which forms part of a closed and topographically orga-
nized loop called the “anterior forebrain pathway” (AFP) (Doupe
and Konishi, 1991; Luo et al., 2001). The AFP is critically involved
in the acquisition phases of song learning (Bottjer et al., 1984;
Sohrabji et al., 1990; Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991; Doupe and
Kuhl, 1999). In domestic chicks, on the other hand, the LPO has
been assumed to be a storage site for memory traces (Rose, 1991,
1996). Post-training lesions to the LPO resulted in retrograde
amnesia, and chicks failed to avoid a bitter-tasting bead by color
cue (Gilbert et al., 1991; Patterson and Rose 1992). Passive avoid-
ance training actually resulted in a series of biochemical and mor-
phological changes in the LPO, ranging from enhanced glucose
uptake and expression of adhesion molecules to resulting
changes in synaptic ultrastructures (Rose and Stewart, 1999).

To track the evolution of brain and behavior, we developed
appetitive paradigms in which chicks were trained to discrimi-
nate colored beads associated with food rewards. A population of
LPO neurons proved to code chicks’ expectancy of forthcoming
reward (Yanagihara et al., 2001), suggesting a functional similar-
ity between the LPO and its mammalian counterpart. Corre-
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spondingly, a pretraining lesion interfered with novel reinforce-
ment learning (Izawa et al., 2001, 2002). In this paper we report a
novel task in which a post-training lesion of LPO caused drastic
changes in behavioral execution per se without any distinct mne-
monic deficiencies.

Materials and Methods
Subjects and apparatus
Experiments were conducted according to the guidelines of the Commit-
tee for Animal Experimentation in Nagoya University. A total of 82 do-
mestic chicks (Gallus domesticus, Cobb strain) were used. New hatchlings
obtained from fertilized eggs were communally housed in a dark and
moisturized breeder at 30°C for �24 hr. From day 2, the breeder was
illuminated by white light bulbs (12 hr light/dark), and individual chicks
were housed separately in transparent plastic cages (28 � 18 � 18 cm);
chicks had access to food (millet) and water ad libitum until day 5. On
days 6 –14, chicks were fed once a day with 3.7 gm of millet; water was
available ad libitum. In all experimental groups, chicks consumed the
limited diet within 10 –20 min, without showing a sign of reduced feed-
ing motivation even after the LPO lesions. The limited diet did not cause
a weight loss, nor did it lead to expression of abnormal behaviors such as
hyperaggressiveness or stereotypy (turning around and pecking repeti-
tively). A thermo-controlled chamber (19 � 33 � 35 cm, 27–30°C, illu-
minated by a 25 W white light bulb) was used for training and tests. A
sidewall of the chamber was equipped with a pair of small holes for bead
presentation (located side by side, 3 cm apart) and a millet-dispenser
(located at 1.5 cm below the holes). The colored beads were protruded
through the holes as cue signals, and the dispenser delivered one or six
pellets of millet (�3.1 mg per pellet) as a reward; cues and rewards were
controlled by a micro-robot (RCX 1.0, Lego Co.). The behavior of the
chick was observed through a one-way window in the chamber.

Behavioral procedures
A choice task with delayed reward was adopted (Figs. 1 A, 2 A). A pair of
colored beads (cue 1 and cue 2) was simultaneously presented for up to
1.5 sec, and the chick chose one of these beads by a single peck. Both
beads were immediately withdrawn after pecking, and the chick was not
rewarded or rewarded with either one or six pellets of millet after a
delay � � � D, according to the choice. Here, � is a constant lag of 0.16
sec because of the mechanical constraints (such as bead withdrawal and
pellet delivery), and D is an experimental variable.

In experiment 1 (Fig. 1 A), chicks were trained to discriminate colored
beads on the basis of the quantity of the associated reward. A blue bead
was always associated with no reward (�), whereas yellow and red beads
were associated with one or six pellets. We made three nonoverlapping
groups of chicks, i.e., a 6-vs-1 group, a 6-vs-6 group, and a 1-vs-6 group.
In the 6-vs-1 group (n � 10 chicks), the red bead was associated with 6
pellets, whereas the yellow bead was associated with 1 pellet. In the 1-vs-6
group (n � 7), the association between the color and the reward was
reversed, to avoid a possibility of innate bias for colors. In the 6-vs-6
group (n � 8), both the red and the yellow beads were associated with six
pellets. The variable D was set to 0 sec in all three groups.

In experiment 2 (Fig. 2 A), chicks were trained to discriminate colored
beads on the basis of the proximity and quantity of the associated reward.
A blue bead was always associated with no reward (�), a yellow bead was
associated with one pellet (D � 0 sec), and a red bead was associated with
six pellets. For the red bead, the variable D differed as 0, 1, 2, or 3 sec in
different nonoverlapping groups of chicks (Fig. 2 Ab). Accordingly, we
thus made 10 groups of chicks: 4 groups of sham and 6 groups of lesioned
chicks. Of these six lesion groups, four groups received bilateral lesion of
the caudal part of LPO (cLPO), and the other two groups received bilat-
eral lesion of the rostral part of LPO (rLPO). Experiment 2 consisted of
four phases (Fig. 2 B): (1) preoperative training and test (day 7–9), (2)
postoperative training and test (day 11–12), (3) null-delay training and
test (day 12–13), and (4) novel training and test (day 13–14). Experiment
1 consisted only of the preoperative phase: training on day 7–9 and test
on day 9.

Preoperative training and test. After initial acclimation and condition-
ing, the chicks were trained to choose one of two simultaneously pre-

sented colored beads to gain a reward (Fig. 2 Ab). Three types of trials
were given in prescheduled random sequences (Fig. 2 Ba); intertrial in-
tervals were set at 20 –30 sec. A total of 24 trials (12 trials with a blue/blue
pair, 6 trials with a yellow/blue pair, and 6 trials with a red/blue pair)
constituted one session. The side of the bead presentation was random-
ized in a balanced manner.

In an initial pilot experiment (data are not included in Results), we
trained chicks only with the red/blue and the yellow/blue trials and omit-
ted the nonrewarding trials using a pair of blue/blue. Without the non-
rewarding trials, however, choices in the red/blue and yellow/blue trials
became blurred and inconsistent, and the number of choices was often
distributed around the chance level (i.e., half of the trials). On the other
hand, an introduction of the nonrewarding trials enhanced the chick’s
discrimination, probably because of a reduced probability of gaining
rewards. Without the nonrewarding trials, even a subject that pecked
randomly would gain a large reward in half of the trials. On the other
hand, with a considerable amount of nonrewarding trials in a session, a
random pecker would gain a large reward in fewer trials, whereas a dis-

Figure 1. Procedure and results of experiment 1. A, Protocol of the choice task with different
reward quantities. In training, three types of trials were given in pseudorandom sequences:
trials with a pair of identical blue beads (�, no reward), trials with a pair of yellow (1 or 6
pellets) and blue (�, no reward) beads, and trials with a pair of red (6 or 1 pellets) and blue (�,
no reward) beads. The side of presentation was randomized. Chicks thus learned to choose a
rewarding color (red or yellow) in the red/blue and the yellow/blue trials and not to peck beads
in the blue/blue trials. Chicks were then tested in four trial types that were arranged randomly,
i.e., blue/blue (20 trials), yellow/blue (5 trials), red/blue (5 trials), and red/yellow (10 trials). The
side of presentation was also randomized. B, Number of choices in test trials with red/blue pair
and yellow/blue pair; data obtained from the 6-vs-1 chicks (open columns), the 6-vs-6 chicks
(filled columns), and the 1-vs-6 chicks (shaded columns). The number of choices per five trials
was averaged over chicks. All of the chicks chose red or yellow; n denotes number of chicks. C,
Proportion (percentage) of chicks that chose red was plotted along the 10 test trials with red/
yellow pairs. Data were obtained from the 6-vs-1 chicks (open symbols), the 6-vs-6 chicks (filled
symbols), and the 1-vs-6 chicks (shaded symbols). D, The number of choices of red was counted
in the red/yellow test trials, averaged over chicks, and compared among 6-vs-1, 6-vs-6, and
1-vs-6 chicks; post hoc multiple comparisons between pairs among these three groups revealed
significant differences at p � 0.001 (asterisks). Error bars denote SEM.
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criminating pecker would be favored. We therefore set the proportion of
nonrewarding trials to be 50% of the total trials in each session in this and
the following training and test phases.

Three training sessions were given on day 7, four sessions on day 8, and
two sessions on day 9. Response was defined as correct when the chick
made no peck in the blue/blue trial and when the chick pecked at the
rewarding color (red or yellow) in the red/blue or yellow/blue trial, re-
spectively. An incorrect response was followed by another correction trial
of the same type. Chicks were rejected if they showed incorrect responses
in �10% of trials in either one of the trial types during the two sessions on
day 9 (i.e., two or more in 12 red/blue trials, two or more in 12 yellow/
blue trials, or three or more in 24 blue/blue trials); 0 and 3 chicks were
thus discarded in experiments 1 and 2, respectively. Thereafter, chicks
were tested in the fourth type of trial, in which the chick had to choose
between red and yellow. We thus examined whether chicks would dis-
criminate between red and yellow to gain a larger reward (experiment 1)
and whether the choice of red would differ among groups with different
delay time D (experiment 2). A test session was composed of a total of 40
trials given randomly; i.e., 10 trials with red/yellow pair, 5 trials with
red/blue pair, 5 trials with yellow/blue pair, and 20 trials with blue/blue
pair. Correct responses were similarly rewarded, although correction
trials were not given after incorrect responses during the test session.
Each chick received either a lesion or a sham operation �3 hr after the
end of the test session on day 9.

Postoperative training and test. After a complete recovery from general
effects of the surgery, i.e., at �36 hr after the operation, the operated-on
chicks were trained in a total of six training sessions (four sessions on day

11 and two sessions on day 12) according to the same protocol as in the
preoperative training. Three types of trials (red/blue trials, yellow/blue
trials, and blue/blue trials) were given, so that chicks consistently dis-
criminated between the rewarding color (red or yellow) and the nonre-
warding color (blue). On day 12, the retrained chicks were tested with the
red/yellow trials similarly arranged as in the preoperative test, and we
examined the effects of the lesion on the choice between red (large-late
reward) and yellow (small-immediate reward). The delay time D was
unchanged.

In another pilot experiment (not included in Results), we trained and
tested the chicks according to the preoperative protocol and then retested
them after a 36 hr pause period without any additional retraining ses-
sions. Red and yellow beads were associated with six pellets and one
pellet, respectively, both with D � 0 sec. In the retest, however, half of the
trained chicks showed significantly lower scores in both the blue/blue
and the red/yellow trials; these chicks tended to peck at the bead that
happened to be located closer to the chick, suggesting that the pecking
was not based on color discrimination. An introduction of postoperative
training sessions strongly reduced the occurrence of these incorrect re-
sponses and thus were supposed to be necessary to normalize the choice
scores in the postoperative tests.

Null-delay training and test. To examine the chick’s ability to choose
large reward by associated color cues, all groups of sham and lesioned
chicks with D � 0 were further retrained in six sessions of null-delay
training (i.e., four sessions on day 12 and two sessions on day 13). In the
null-delay condition, the delay time D was set to 0 sec for both red and
yellow, whereas the association between color and reward quantity re-
mained unchanged. Chicks were then tested according to the null-delay
condition, and we examined whether operated-on chicks would still
choose the correct cue (red) to gain a large reward (six pellets).

Novel training and test. To examine the chick’s ability to form and
recall a novel memory, all groups of chicks were trained using a pair of
green and black beads. In this phase, the green bead was associated with
a six-pellet reward, and the black bead was associated with no reward in
half of the chicks; in the other half, the association was reversed: the black
bead was associated with a six-pellet reward, and the green bead was
associated with no reward. Nonrewarding trials (e.g., black/black pair in
the former group) were not given. The side of the bead presentation was
randomized in a balanced manner. In the training, we gave a correction
trial when the chick showed an incorrect response, i.e., pecking at the
nonrewarding color. The training continued until the chick performed
correct responses in all of the latest six successive trials on day 13. We
counted the total number of training trials required until the criterion of
the consecutive six correct trials was met, together with the number of
incorrect trials, as indices for the chick’s ability to form a novel memory.
On day 14, �12–18 hr after the training, the chicks were tested in another
series of 12 trials without correction trials. We counted the number of
correct trials in the 12 test trials as an index for the chick’s ability to recall
the memorized association.

After the test of the novel color association, as the final step of the
experiment, chicks were examined for sensorimotor coordination in
their pecking behavior in a free food test. The idea behind this test is that
any deficiency in visuomotor coordination might be detected as an im-
paired acuity in food pecking. We counted the number of pecks required
to ingest five pellets and averaged the number over three trials spaced at
30 sec intervals.

Statistical analysis
Parametric tests were used after Bartlett’s test for homogeneity of vari-
ance. If not applicable, nonparametric tests were used instead. Compar-
isons were always made between the data of different chick groups (sham
and lesion) in corresponding test trials; we did not compare the data
between preoperative and postoperative tests as described above. In cases
in which ANOVA yielded significant differences, post hoc multiple com-
parisons were made. In experiment 1, to compare the number of choices
of red (per 10 red/yellow trials in the test session), we adopted one-way
ANOVA in comparing among the three groups of chicks. In experiment
2, to compare the number of choices between the cLPO-lesioned chicks
and the sham, we adopted two-way ANOVA (group � delay) with

Figure 2. Procedure of experiment 2. A, Protocol of the choice task with delayed reward. B,
Schedule of training and tests. Ba, Chicks were trained according to the same protocol as in
experiment 1 (Fig. 1 A) except that the yellow bead was associated with a reward of one pellet
and a longer delay time (D � 0, 1, 2, or 3 sec) was introduced for the red bead. Afterward, four
types of trials were given, and chicks were tested with a choice between red ( 6) and yellow ( 1)
(preoperative test). Bb, After recovery from the operation, chicks were retrained and tested
according to the same procedures (postoperative test). We examined whether the lesion
changed the choice between red (large-late reward) and yellow (small-immediate reward). Bc,
Chicks were further retrained and tested in the null-delay condition, where D � 0 for both red
and yellow. We examined the ability to choose the large reward by color cues. Bd, Finally, chicks
were trained using a novel color pair, e.g., green associated with six pellets ( 6) and black with
no reward (�) with D � 0 sec for both colors; the ability to associate novel colors with reward
was thus examined. In Ba–Bc, symbols indicate the colors of the beads: black � red bead,
gray � yellow bead, white � blue bead, respectively. In Bd, black and green beads were used;
see Materials and Methods for further explanation.
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repeated-measures on subjects, after Bartlett’s test of homogeneity of
variance for each of the three phases (preoperative, postoperative, and
null-delay test). We also compared data between the rLPO-lesioned
chicks and the sham by using the same procedure. For comparisons of the
mean percentage of correct responses in the test trials (red/blue, yellow/
blue and blue/blue trials; see Table 1), nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis
ANOVA by ranks was adopted among groups in each of the three phases,
because homogeneity was not found in variance. To analyze performance
in the novel training and tests, we adopted one-way ANOVA with re-
peated measures on subjects among the three groups of chicks, i.e., cLPO,
rLPO, and sham. The significance level was p � 0.05.

Surgery and histology
In experiment 2, chicks underwent either a sham or a lesion operation
after the preoperative test. Chicks were anesthetized by intraperitoneal
injection of ketamine and xylazine [0.40 ml of a 1:1 mixture of 10 mg/ml
ketamine (Sankyo Co.) and 2 mg/ml xylazine (Sigma, St. Louis, MO)];
supplementary injections (0.10 ml each) were given to maintain a stable
anesthesia. Chicks were then fixed on a stereotaxic apparatus. Skin over
the skull surface was incised, and the dura mater was cut to expose the
brain. For cLPO lesion (n � 24), chicks received a bilateral injection of
ibotenic acid solution (Sigma) (0.38 �l � 12 �g/�l 0.1 M PBS, pH � 7.3
per side) using a 1 �l Hamilton syringe with a flat tip. Coordinates of the
injection site were 5.0 mm rostral to the frontoparietal suture, 1.0 mm
lateral from the midline, and 5.5 mm ventral to the brain surface. For
rLPO lesion (n � 10), chicks received bilateral injections of 0.32 �l of the
same ibotenic acid per side. Coordinates were 6.9 mm rostral to the
frontoparietal suture, 0.9 mm lateral from the midline, and 5.1 mm
ventral to the brain surface. For sham operation (n � 20), 0.38 �l PBS
was bilaterally injected into the cLPO. A single injection was accom-
plished at a speed of 0.01 �l/min with an additional 5 min for diffusion
before syringe withdrawal. The incised skull was covered with antibiotic,
and the skin flap was fixed using superglue. The operated-on chicks were
then housed in the breeder for recovery. Transient depression attribut-
able to the surgical operation disappeared completely within 3– 4 hr, and
the chicks showed normal postures and locomotor activities and actively
consumed the diet without showing any motor deficiencies.

On day 14 (after behavioral experiments), chicks were intraventricu-
larly perfused with a fixative (4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PB) under a
deep ketamine–xylazine anesthesia. Brains were postfixed for 3– 4 d at
4°C, embedded in yolk, and cut into 50 �m frontal sections. Sections
were mounted, stained with cresyl violet, and analyzed using a camera
lucida and graphic software (NIH image). Volume of the lesioned tissue
(in cubic millimeters) was estimated by integrating the ablated areas
along a series of frontal sections spaced at every 150 �m. To compare the
lesion size, one-way ANOVA was adopted among the six groups of chicks
(four cLPO- and two rLPO-lesioned chicks). Terminology of neural nu-
clei and definition of their boundaries followed the stereotaxic atlas of
chick brain by Kuenzel and Masson (1988).

Results
Experiment 1: choice between large and small reward
In one group of chicks (6-vs-1 group; n � 10), red and yellow
beads were associated with six pellets and one pellet of millet as a
reward, respectively. In another group (6-vs-6 group; n � 8),
both red and yellow beads were associated with six pellets. In the
third group (1-vs-6 group; n � 7), association was reversed, and
red and yellow beads were associated with one and six pellets,
respectively. The blue bead was associated with no reward in all
groups. Trained chicks were tested in direct choice between red
and yellow. In all of the red/blue and yellow/blue trials in the tests
(Fig. 1B), chicks of all groups pecked only the rewarding color
(red or yellow) and avoided the nonrewarding color (blue). In of
the nonrewarding (blue/blue) trials, chicks of both groups did
not peck at the bead consistently (data not shown). In the red/
yellow trials in the test (Fig. 1C,D), on the other hand, the 6-vs-1
chicks showed a higher choice for the red bead, whereas the
1-vs-6 chicks showed a lower choice for the red bead in a sym-

metrical manner; no bias was found between red and yellow. The
proportion (percentage) of chicks that chose red was plotted for
the 10 trials with red/yellow pairs (C), and the number of times
red was chosen per 10 trials was averaged over the chicks (D).
Note that the chicks had been trained only in red/blue, yellow/
blue, and blue/blue trials and thus had not experienced the direct
choice between red and yellow. Also note the consistent choice of
the red bead from the 1st test trial to the 10th. The possibility may
thus be rejected that chicks were retrained during the course of
test trials and then the choice was reoriented to a specific color. A
comparison of the number of times red was chosen between the
three groups (Fig. 1D) yielded a significant difference in the mean
values (one-way ANOVA) (F(2,22) � 102.88; p � 0.001); further
post hoc multiple comparisons revealed significant differences in
all pairs among the three groups (*p � 0.001).

We can thus reject the idea that the chicks associated color
cues (red and yellow) with the pecking operant with equal
strength. Instead, reinforcement by a larger reward (larger in
quantity) must have formed a stronger association in the train-
ing, so that the chicks could immediately choose the appropriate
color from the very first choice trial between red and yellow. In
experiment 2, we examined whether the other aspect of the re-
ward (the temporal proximity) could change the choice.

Experiment 2: effects of LPO lesions on the choice between
large-late reward and small-immediate reward
Histology
Injection of ibotenic acid reliably lesioned localized areas in LPO
(Fig. 3). The whole LPO spanned a range of anterior (A) 9.0 to
A12.4 according to the chick brain atlas (Kuenzel and Masson
1988), and the lesion in the cLPO groups was located mainly in
the caudal part (A9.2–A11.0). The lesion in the rLPO group was
comparable in size but located in the rostral part (A10.4 –A12.2).
Between the right and left LPO, we did not find significantly
different lesion sizes in any of the six groups (paired t test; p values
ranging from 0.324 to 0.768). The sizes of lesion in the bilateral
LPOs were thus summated and compared among groups (Table
1). Although the cLPO lesions tended to be larger than the rLPO
lesions, statistically significant differences were not found.

The cLPO lesions included the rostral part of nucleus accum-
bens, although we could not unequivocally delineate the bound-
ary of Ac on the basis of our Nissl-stained specimens. According
to the atlas of Kuenzel and Masson (1988), the Ac extends rostro-
caudally from A8.2 to A10.0, whereas the cLPO lesion extended
from A9.2 to A11.0. On the basis of the distribution of neurons
projecting to the ventral tegmental area (striatotegmental neu-
rons) and those projecting to the substantia nigra (striatonigral
neurons), Csillag and his colleagues (Mezey and Csillag, 2002)
argued that the boundary of the Ac should be relocated far later-
ally and rostrally, including the medial part of the LPO; the ex-
panded Ac is also coextensive with the medial LPO region with a
relatively weak dopamine receptor-related phosphoprotein-like
immunoreactivity. The lesion in the cLPO groups included the
rostral part of the Ac defined by Kuenzel and Masson (1988) and
nearly overlapped with the distribution of the striatotegmental
neurons (Mezey and Csillag, 2002). On the other hand, the pa-
leostriatal complex remained intact in all cases. After recovery
from the operation, chicks of both groups consumed foods as
actively as the sham chicks, without showing any distinctive
symptoms of the hypoactivity found in chicks with larger LPO
lesions (Izawa et al., 2002); thus general arousal and feeding mo-
tivation remained unimpaired.
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Effects of cLPO lesion
The cLPO-lesioned chicks showed impulsive choice of small-
immediate reward over late-large reward, with no apparent defi-
ciency in the association between color cues and reward quantity.
Choice scores in tests (i.e., number of choices of large reward in
the red/yellow trials) were compared between the sham and the
cLPO-lesioned chicks (Fig. 4A,B). Comparisons were made
among eight groups with corresponding D values, i.e., the four
sham groups (D � 0, 1, 2, and 3 sec) and the four cLPO groups
(D � 0, 1, 2, and 3 sec).

In the preoperative tests, statistic examination using two-way
ANOVA revealed no interactions between group and delay
(F(3,36) � 0.344; NS), but a significant effect was found in the
factor of delay (D � 0, 1, 2, and 3 sec) (F(3,36) � 42.979; p �
0.0001). In the factor of group (cLPO and sham), on the other
hand, significant effect was not found (F(1,36) � 0.278; NS). It is
therefore concluded that chicks given longer delay times (D)
made progressively fewer choices of the red bead associated with
the large reward. Scores of the choice performances in the other

test trials (red/blue trials, yellow/blue trials, and blue/blue trials)
are summarized in Table 1 (preop.); no difference was found
among the 10 groups of chicks.

In the postoperative tests, on the other hand, the cLPO-
lesioned chicks became impulsive. Two-way ANOVA revealed
significant interaction in group � delay (F(3,36) � 9.639; p �
0.0001), indicating significantly fewer choices of the large reward
in the cLPO-lesion groups than in the sham control chicks with
the corresponding delay time (D). Post hoc multiple comparisons
between pairs of the sham and the cLPO groups with the same D
values showed significant differences ( p � 0.01) only between
the pairs with D � 1 and 2 sec. Both the sham (D � 0 sec) and the
cLPO (D � 0 sec) groups showed high choice scores without a
significant difference; thus cLPO lesion did not cause chicks to
avoid generally the colored beads associated with large reward.
Between the sham (D � 3 sec) and the cLPO (D � 3 sec), simi-
larly, no statistically significant difference was found. In other
trial types, the sham and the cLPO chicks showed high scores of

Figure 3. Histological reconstruction of ibotenic acid lesions in six groups of chicks. A, Lesioned areas are superimposed on frontal sections of the telencephalon; the coordinates (A9.2–A12.2)
follow the stereotaxic atlas of Kuenzel and Masson (1988). Dark areas indicate overlaps among chicks. a– d indicate four groups of chicks with caudal LPO lesion (cLPO), and e and f indicate two group
of chicks with rostral LPO lesion (rLPO). The cLPO lesions included the rostral part of the nucleus accumbens. Groups differed also in the delay time (D � 0, 1, 2, 3; see Fig. 2 A); n denotes the number
of chicks in each group. Ac, Nucleus accumbens; E, ectostriatum; LPO, lobus parolfactorius; N, neostriatum; PP, paleostriatum primitivum. B, Representative photomicrographs of Nissl-stained caudal
LPO in a sham ( a) and a lesioned ( b) chick; note the clear boundary between lesioned area and its surroundings (b, dashed line). Regions in rectangles marked by c and d are shown at a higher
magnification in c and d, respectively.
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correct responses without significant differences (Table 1, post-
op.), suggesting that the cLPO lesion did not impair the learned
associations between color cues and the reward.

In the null-delay tests, chicks of all groups chose larger reward
regardless of the delay time (D) in the preceding training and
tests, indicating that the lesioned chicks were successfully re-
trained in the null-delay condition. No interaction was found in

group � delay: two-way ANOVA (F(3,36) � 0.073; NS). One-way
ANOVA failed to reveal significant effects of the group factor
(F(1,36) � 1.694; NS) or the delay factor (F(3,36) � 0.796; NS). The
immediate large reward associated with the red bead was salient
enough to reorient the choice in the cLPO-lesioned chicks. In
other trials types (Table 1, null-delay), similar to the preopera-
tion and postoperation data, the chicks consistently chose the
rewarding color (red or yellow).

Effects of rLPO lesion
In contrast, rLPO lesion did not cause impulsive choice (Fig.
4A,C). Comparisons were made among four groups with corre-
sponding D values; i.e., the two sham groups (D � 1 and 2 sec)
and the two rLPO groups (D � 1 and 2 sec). In the preoperative
test, the group of rLPO-lesioned chicks showed comparable
choice scores to groups of the sham chicks with the same delay.
Two-way ANOVA revealed no interactions between group and
delay (F(1,16) � 0.212; NS), but a significant effect was found
in the factor of delay (F(1,16) � 6.80; p � 0.019). In the factor
of group, on the other hand, significant effect was not found
(F(1,16) � 0.024; NS). In the postoperative test, similarly, a signif-
icant effect was found in the factor of delay (F(1, 16) � 17.6; p �
0.001), but not in the factor of group (F(1,16) � 0.145; NS) with-
out interaction between them (F(1,16) � 1.31; NS). In four chicks
[two chicks in the rLPO (D � 1) and two chicks in the rLPO (D �
2)], the lesion extended as far caudally as A10.4 (Fig. 3A), some-
what overlapping with the cLPO lesions. However, the choice
scores in these four chicks ranged around the respective mean
values, showing no sign of impulsiveness. We thus conclude that
lesion of the rLPO caused no effects on the choice. In the null-
delay tests, no significant effects were found in either factor: delay
(F(1,16) � 1.60; NS); group (F(1,16) � 0.711; NS); interaction
(F(1,16) � 0.178; NS). The immediate large reward was similarly
effective for the rLPO-lesioned chicks as it was for the cLPO-
lesioned and the sham chicks.

No effects of lesions in novel learning
Both cLPO and rLPO lesions failed to interfere with either acqui-
sition or recall of novel associations (Fig. 5). The cLPO-lesioned
chicks tended to show more trials for criterion, but the difference
was not significant in either the total number of training trials
until the criteria (Fig. 5A) (F(2,51) � 1.481; NS) or the number of
incorrect trials in training (B) (F(2,51) � 1.345; NS) (one-way
ANOVA). In the number of correct choices at tests (C), similarly, no
significant effect of the group factor was found (F(2,51) � 1.284; NS).

Table 1. Lesion sizes and percentage correct response in tests

Group n Lesion size (mm3)

Pre-operation Post-operation Null-delay

r/b y/b b/b r/b y/b b/b r/b y/b b/b

D � 0
cLPO 6 3.57 	 0.51 100 100 99.2 	 0.83 100 100 98.3 	 1.05 NA NA NA
Sham 5 NA 100 100 98.0 	 2.00 100 100 96.0 	 1.87 NA NA NA

D � 1

cLPO 6 2.41 	 0.27 100 100 96.7 	 2.11 100 100 97.5 	 1.71 100 100 98.3 	 1.05
Sham 5 NA 100 100 99.0 	 1.00 100 100 99.0 	 1.00 100 100 98.1 	 1.22
rLPO 5 2.02 	 0.30 100 100 97.0 	 2.00 100 100 97.0 	 2.00 100 100 95.0 	 2.24

D � 2

cLPO 6 2.61 	 0.31 100 100 95.8 	 1.54 100 100 98.3 	 1.67 100 100 100
Sham 5 NA 100 100 98.0 	 2.00 100 100 99.0 	 1.00 100 100 99.0 	 1.00
rLPO 5 2.07 	 0.23 100 100 95.0 	 1.58 100 100 93.0 	 2.55 100 100 95.0 	 2.58

D � 3
cLPO 6 2.97 	 0.49 100 100 96.7 	 1.67 100 100 97.5 	 1.71 100 100 96.7 	 1.67
Sham 5 NA 100 100 96.0 	 2.45 100 100 97.0 	 2.00 100 100 99.0 	 1.00

Statistical values NS NS NS NS
F(5, 28) � 2.38a H(9, 54) � 7.06b H(9, 54) � 8.09b H(7, 43) � 9.13b

Performances in the red/yellow trials are separately shown in Fig. 4. Data are shown as mean 	 SEM. NA, Data are not available.
aResult of one-way ANOVA is shown with F value.
bResults of Kruskal–Wallis test are shown with H values.

Figure 4. Effects of LPO lesions on the choice between red (large-late reward) and yellow
(small-immediate reward). The number of choices for the red bead per 10 trials in the tests was
averaged over chicks in each group and plotted against the delay time ( D). Error bars denote
SEM, and n � number of chicks. A, In four groups of sham chicks (sham injection into cLPO; D �
0, 1, 2, or 3 sec, respectively), longer D resulted in progressively lower chance of choosing red
(large-late reward) in both preoperative and postoperative tests. After retraining in the null-
delay condition, however, chicks of all groups chose red (large reward), suggesting that the
association between color cue and reward quantity was unimpaired. B, In four other groups of
chicks (D � 0, 1, 2, or 3 sec, respectively), cLPO was lesioned as shown in Figure 2 A. The choice
in the postoperative test differed from the preoperative test in three groups of chicks with D �
1 sec; chicks became impulsive and chose the small-immediate reward. After retraining in the
null-delay condition, chicks chose the large reward, indicating that the lesion did not impair the
chicks’ ability to discriminate colors on the basis of the quantity of the associated reward. C, Two
groups of rLPO-lesioned chicks (D � 1 and 2 sec) were trained and tested in the same procedure
but remained unimpulsive. Null-delay retraining similarly caused a shift toward large reward.
See Results for statistic comparisons.
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Finally, the free food test (D) revealed no effects of group factor on
the number of pecks (F(2,51) � 0.735; NS). Sensorimotor coordina-
tion required for pecking was thus unimpaired.

Discussion
The present results revealed that 1-week-old chicks are endowed
with high cognitive capabilities to associate, recognize, and antic-
ipate events in the external world, thus optimizing their behav-
ioral consequences. The main conclusions drawn from the
present study are as follows. First, an association is formed be-
tween color cues and reward anticipation and not between color
cues and pecking action per se. Actually, in both experiments 1
and 2, chicks were trained to choose between a rewarding color
(either red or yellow) and a nonrewarding color (blue) and then
tested in a direct choice between the two rewarding colors (red
and yellow). Associated rewards differed in quantity (amount of
food available) and/or proximity (inverse of the delay time). The
results of experiment 1 specifically suggested that chicks antici-
pated the associated quantity (six pellets for red and one pellet for
yellow), which then led chicks to selective pecking. If pecking was
otherwise directly associated with the color cue, and chicks auto-
matically pecked red and yellow beads in the training trials, we
would have expected an equal probability of pecking at both red
and yellow also in the test trials. This was not the case (Fig. 1C,D),
and the choice differed in test trials among the three groups of
chicks. The results of experiment 2 (preoperative tests in Fig. 4)
further suggest that chicks also anticipated the proximity of the
reward.

Second, the process responsible for the anticipation of reward
quantity might be dissociable from that for the anticipation of
reward proximity. As shown in experiment 2, the cLPO lesion

reliably caused impulsive choice in groups trained with delay
(D � 1, 2, 3 sec); lesioned chicks tended to peck yellow to gain an
immediate-small reward. However, when chicks had been
trained without a delay time (D � 0 sec) in the preoperative
training, the cLPO-lesioned chicks did not differ from the sham
chicks in their choice of red in the postoperative tests, suggesting
that lesioned chicks still anticipated the quantity. We can reason-
ably assume that the cLPO is specifically involved in the anticipa-
tion of the reward proximity, rather than the quantity.

Third, when localized in smaller areas, the LPO lesions do not
cause anterograde amnesia (Fig. 5), in contrast to our previous
reports (Izawa et al., 2001, 2002). In previous studies, we made
much larger lesions expanding from A9.4 through A12.2 and
found that the ablated chicks were severely impaired in novel
tasks reinforced by a food/water reward without (Izawa et al.,
2001) and with (Izawa et al., 2002) a delay time. We may assume
that the rostral and caudal regions of the LPO are functionally
differentiated and that both regions are required for novel
learning.

Fourth, we could argue that the chick behaved reasonably in
choice but did not necessarily optimize its long-term gain. Ac-
cording to most normative theories of behavior, it is assumed that
behaviors are organized so that expected net gain is maximized,
with increased benefits and decreased costs (Alcock, 2001). Ac-
tually, a chick maximizes the immediate gain by choosing a cue
color that had been associated with a larger reward (experiment
1). However, in a choice between large-late reward and small-
immediate reward (experiment 2), chicks chose the latter and
gained smaller reward, although the intertrial interval (20 –30
sec) was set much longer than the delay time associated with the
large reward (1–3 sec). The net gain expected in the whole se-
quence of trials was thus not maximized. The “impulsiveness” in
intact chicks seems conspicuous when compared with rats (Car-
dinal et al., 2001), which waited for tens of seconds for a larger
reward. The possibly predisposed “impulsiveness” in domestic
chicks might have some survival benefits in the long term, al-
though such was not evident in this study.

As described in Introduction, LPO lesions are reported to
induce retrograde amnesia in PAL, and lesioned chicks failed to
avoid a colored bead associated with aversion (Gilbert et al., 1991;
Patterson and Rose, 1992). Our present study also revealed, al-
though in the appetitive learning paradigm, that the LPO is in-
volved in the execution of the learned behavior. However, our
results are not compatible with the results in PAL in one critical
point; namely, the lesion did not impair the memorized associa-
tion of cue colors in our study, and the enhanced impulsiveness
does not account for the retrograde amnesia in PAL. The contra-
diction might be attributable to the difference in the age, the
training methods, the nature of reinforcement, or the method of
brain lesion; some of these differences might account for the
different results obtained.

Comparison of the present study with mammalian counter-
parts reveals a striking similarity in functional significance of the
ventral striatum. In mammals, it has been shown that lesion or
dopamine depletion in Ac severely affects behavioral execution.
Most notably, localized lesioning to the Ac core region (but not
anterior cingulate cortex and medial prefrontal cortex) caused
impulsive choice in rats (Cardinal et al., 2001). Although the
effective delay time was much longer in rats (0 – 60 sec) than
chicks (0 –3 sec), the effects of Ac core lesions were basically
identical to those found in this study, supporting the functional
similarity between birds and mammals, although it is difficult to
define the chick Ac unequivocally as has been described above.

Figure 5. No effects of LPO lesions on novel training. A, B, Total number of trials ( A) and
number of incorrect trials ( B) during the novel training procedure (Fig. 2 Bd) were compared
among three groups of chicks: sham, cLPO-, and rLPO-lesioned chicks. Training continued until
chicks met the criteria of correct choice in six successive trials. The cLPO-lesioned chicks tended
to have longer training times than others, although no statistically significant difference was
found. C, The number of correct choices per 12 test trials was compared, and no significant
differences were found among groups. D, The number of pecks required for chicks to ingest five
pellets showed no significant differences among groups, suggesting that the pecking accuracy
was unimpaired. Columns and error bars indicate mean 	 SEM, respectively. One-way ANOVA
was adopted after Bartlett’s test, both at p � 0.05.
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Actually, birds and mammals are reported to have comparable
neural systems that involve the LPO/ventral striatum as a key
element. In the mammalian brain, for example, sensory signals
issued from higher sensory cortices are passed on to the amyg-
dala, where the associated biological significance (such as reward
and punishment) is evaluated (Ono et al., 1995; Toyomitsu et al.,
2002). The amygdala projects to the ventral striatum (including
Ac), which leads to premotor cortex for the behavioral execution
(Rolls, 2000). In the avian brain, on the other hand, the LPO
receives projections from the archistriatum (Arch) (Székely et al.,
1994), which has reciprocal connections with the intermediate
and medial part of hyperstriatum ventrale (Davies et al., 1997).
The IMHV is responsible for acquisition of the imprinting visual
memories (Horn 1998) and thus is comparable with the higher
visual cortices in primates. We might be able to assume that the
IMHV–Arch–LPO pathway has a functional network similar to
the higher sensory cortex–amygdala–ventral striatum in primates
(Rolls, 2000). Actually, our recent single unit recording (Aoki et
al., 2002) revealed a population of Arch neurons that responded
to the color cues associated with the reward, suggesting a func-
tional similarity to the mammalian amygdala.

If the LPO is functionally similar to the mammalian Ac, it
might also be involved in another aspect of behavioral execution,
i.e., evaluation of the associated work cost. In a series of rat stud-
ies, dopamine depletion localized in Ac is reported to cause im-
pairments in the performance of a high-effort schedule (Aber-
man and Salamone, 1999; Salamone et al., 2001). In this task, rats
are required to press levers repetitively to a predetermined num-
ber (e.g., 5, 20, 100 –300 times; referred to as “fixed ratio”) to gain
a certain reward. Rats with dopamine depletion in Ac performed
normally in tasks with a low fixed ratio, although in the high ratio
tasks they stopped pressing the lever halfway and failed to gain a
food reward. The authors conclude that Ac “may be important
for enabling rats to overcome behavioral constraints such as
work-related response cost” (Salamone et al., 2001). It will be
important to know whether similar dopamine depletion could
make chicks avoid sensory cues associated with a higher work
cost.
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